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We have hundreds of seating answers 
that began with thousands of
human-centered questions.

The places where people come together to work,
really matter. That’s because place has an impact on
human behavior and the ways people work. For over
100 years, Steelcase has been studying people at
work, wherever they work.

Steelcase has spent more than 60 years asking,
“How can chairs serve people better?” The answers
have come in hundreds of forms – the widest variety
of office chairs anywhere.

We use those insights, and our portfolio of integrated
solutions, to help our clients create places that do
more, in less space. Places that are more connected,
more engaging, more inspiring. Places that help 
organizations – and their people – unlock their true 
potential.

Whatever you ask of seating – productivity, high
style, environmental performance – Steelcase has
your answer.



Task Chairs
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Gesture

Office Chair 
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Technology is the single greatest force driving the changes 
in the way we work, live and behave. The new, multiple 
devices we deploy throughout our work day allow us to 
flow between tasks, fluidly and frequently.

Whether large or small, Gesture promises personalized and 
custom comfort for all users in one simple solution. We 
didn’t start with a chair design; we started by looking at 
the unique movements and features of the body. Like the 
human body, Gesture is designed as a system of 
synchronized interfaces, designed and engineered to be 
intuitive to adjust.

Gesture is the first chair designed to support our 
interactions with today’s technologies. Inspired by the 
human body. Created for the way we work today.



Leap

Office Chair 
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With an exceptional range of adjustments, Leap delivers 
full support for various body shapes and sizes.

Movement is healthy and Leap supports your body in 
reducing pressure on the spine, sending oxygen to your 
muscles, and increasing blood flow to your brain. Changes 
in posture help you stay comfortable and more attentive.

Your body is unique. You need a chair that easily adjusts to 
fit you, your preferences, and how you work. Leap’s 
Natural Glide System™ enables you to comfortably recline 
without straining your eyes, neck, or arms.

And a chair that is good for people should also be good for 
the environment. Every material, every stage of a Leap 
chair’s life, is designed to respect and nurture human and 
environmental health.



Think

Office Chair 
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The Think chair easily supports all types of work, from 
collaborative group work to focused work. Think easily 
integrates into today’s workplace, providing comfort and 
support no matter the task or type of work.

Think is smart enough to support both impromptu 
collaborative work, or an all day sit needed for focused 
work. It intuitively adjusts as a user moves, allowing them 
to get to work faster.

Think easily creates maximum customized comfort with a 
minimal number of adjustments. The integrated LiveBack
system, combines a flexible back frame, linked flexors and 
dual-energy lumbar to intuitively sense and respond to 
user's needs.

Think features a refined aesthetic, combining beauty and 
functionality. A variety of surface materials and a range of 
product options, make it easy to integrate Think into any 
application.



Series 1

Office Chair 
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Steelcase Series 1 was thoughtfully designed with the 
performance you’ve come to expect from Steelcase. With 
integrated LiveBack® technology, adaptive bolstering and 
4D adjustable arms, Steelcase Series 1 delivers dynamic 
performance without sacrificing attainability.

Integrated liveback® technology with adjustable lumbar 
support allows the chair back to change shape and mimics 
the user’s spine as it moves throughout the day. Contours 
to fit a user’s spine through a system of flexors tucked 
neatly inside the backrest, offering continuous lower-back 
support as you move in your chair.

Adaptive bolstering enables the seat to conform to the 
user’s shape, providing dynamic support that can adapt to 
the body as postures change.



Amia

Office Chair 
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Amia is a hardworking, versatile seating solution designed 
to handle long hours of serious sitting. With fully 
upholstered back and arms, Amia brings an element of 
sophistication to any workspace.

Tucked away inside its backrest is Amia’s patent-pending 
LiveLumbar – a system of flexors that contour to fit your 
spine, for continuous lower back support as you move in 
your chair. You may not see it, but you’ll certainly feel it. 
As you sit in the chair, an adjustable LiveLumbar zone 
flexes with your every move, for consistent ergonomic 
support for your lower back. Hour after hour, day after 
day.

With additional comfort features like 4-way adjustable 
arms, adjustable seat depth and a flexible front seat edge, 
Amia keeps you feeling good. It’s a chair for every day, 
that’s not your everyday chair.



Reply

Office Chair 
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Comfort is no secret for Reply chairs with mesh backs. 
Imported from Italy, our exclusive mesh is woven with 
chinelle yarn offering soft, supportive comfort in an airy 
and light scale design. And if a classic look is what you 
prefer, our fully upholstered Reply chair offers dynamic 
support with a sleek and contoured look.

Reply is ready to take on whatever your workday brings. 
Simple, easy-to-use controls provide the individual 
comfort adjustments you need to make sitting a pleasure.

Model – 466160MTVA



Protégé

Office Chair 
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This simple and supportive chair provides you with what 
you need for every task you take on throughout your day. 
Protégé fits perfectly into smaller workspaces — and 
budgets.
Contoured for your comfort, Protégé comes with a wide 
variety of adjustments and fabrics.

The fully adjustable Protégé comes with advanced swivel 
tilt, adjustable back tension, pneumatic seat height 
adjustment, and upright back lock. All features that give 
you custom support when you need it, where you need it.

Protégé carries the Scientific Certification Systems Indoor 
Advantage™ certification for indoor air quality in North 
America.

Model - 4331223



SILQ

Office Chair 
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Inspired by advances in material science, Steelcase 
created SILQ™ —a breakthrough in seating design.
Its innovative materiality is both mechanism and artistry. 

The way SILQ is sculpted, the way it performs and what it’s 
made of are inseparable.

When you sit in it, you become a part of it. SILQ delivers a 
personal experience that responds to the unique 
movements of your body and its wide range of material 
combinations create a canvas for personal expression.

With work being more dynamic then ever—we need a 
chair that’s minimal, versatile and suited for beautiful 
spaces. SILQ supports work in collaborative meeting 
spaces, conference rooms, nomadic benching 
environments and touchdown spaces.

Model – 418A000



Cobi

Office Chair 
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The cobi office chair by Steelcase was designed to foster 
collaboration and promote movement, creating a perfect 
solution for meetings and conference rooms.

Every part of cobi was designed to flex and adjust to your 
body. 
The chair’s top flexing edge lets you comfortably rest your 
arm on top of the chair—you know, like you’ve tried to do 
on every chair you’ve ever sat in. The flexing seat 
encourages you to move and shift, allowing you to sit 
centered or off to the sides. And the flexing back contours 
to support any posture your body needs at any given 
moment. 

Model – 434111



Jack

Office Chair 
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Sitting at a desk for eight hours a day requires a chair with 
substance. Designed to offer sturdy support where you 
need it, Jack’s height adjustable seat and optional swivel, 
tilt and synchro-tilt combinations put you in charge of 
your comfort and work style. And because nobody rolls 
exactly like you do, Jack anticipates your needs, offers 
intuitive adjustments and equips you for productivity

With hundreds of fabric choices and ways to customize 
your experience, Jack delivers uncompromising style 
without depleting your budget.

Model – TS30324



Crew

Office Chair 
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Crew office chairs deliver all-day comfort and a high level 
of performance with simple, intuitive controls, right at 
your fingertips.

Model – TS30822U



Guest / Side Chairs
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Player

Side Chair 
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The simple and durable Player chair is a convenient, 
comfortable, stackable chair for a multitude of users. Its 
slim, quiet aesthetic fits in just about anywhere and is the 
perfect solution for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, 
classrooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces.

Model – 475480M

Model – 475412M



Move

Side Chair 
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Move stackable side seating is a durable solution available 
with a variety of options. As you sit, you move. And that’s 
what makes Move such a pleasure to sit in. Designed to 
move, mold, and conform to practically everybody, this 
lightweight stacker can go anywhere. Move is tough 
enough to support up to 300 lbs. and is wonderfully 
durable.

Model – 490410U

Model – 490412U


